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president corner 0813 

by Vittorio Montemezzani  
 

 

Regular meeting 08/13/10  
   

President's comments, notes and announcements.  
It was a very interesting meeting. I reminded 
everybody of our gathering this coming Thursday for "OUR" Park 
clean-up. Once again I invited the membership to use ClubRunner and 
to visit our web site. The address is easy to remember:  
www.anchoragegatewayrotary.org . We will try to keep it up and alive 
as much as we can.  
   
Speakers: The forthcoming schedule is still empty. Jim and Dana have 
volunteered to go thru a list of potential speakers but I would like some 
other members to get involved in this process so it will not be a burden 
to anyone. Just let me know if you want to be in the "Programs 

Committee"  
   
New Member: We were very happy to induce Ken Miller as a new 
Member. Unfortunately Ken did not know that as soon as he had his 
rotary pin on, I reminded him that he is part of the Projects Committee 
(Larry Parker Chair) and that the next meeting would Friday before our 
regular meeting. Ken, as good Rotarian did not seem surprised.  

WELCOME KEN!  

   
Old Rotarian Magazines: Please take to the meeting any old Rotarian 
magazine you have and give them to Jay (Membership Chair). The 
idea is to use them to spread the good word about Rotary by leaving 
them at the office of a new potential member.  
   
International Water Project: Our guest speaker Carlos from 
Midtown Club gave a very informative updated second presentation 
about a project managed by UAA Engineers without Frontiers  for an 
orphanage in Cameroon. The water part of it would be to supply clean 
water and washing rooms to this 51 kids orphanage. Our Club could be 
part of a cooperative effort with 2 other local Clubs on this $15,000 
adventure, half funded by District grant. Our BOD will discuss this 

proposal at the next meeting.  

Club Members happy notes 0813 

by Vittorio Montemezzani  
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MEMBERS ANNOUNCEMENTS AND HAPPY MOMENTS .  
   
Rich Dyson, our chapter member, had super happy dollars for the 3 
runs win of East vs Downtown Rotary Clubs softball tournament.  
   

Matt had a fatherly moment sharing his happy dollars for his twins 4th 
Birthday.  
   
Francis Gallela, visitor Rotary Member, was just happy to be at the 
meeting of our club and give a very enlighten unsolicited 
advertisement for our President cooking school ability and he welcome 
the presence of first time guest Antoine, owner of Paris Café.  
   
Our returning prodigal son Alex was happy to be back from the 
National Boy Scouts Jamboree in Virginia.  
   
Owen was successfully back from a surgery and he really appreciated 
our ebulletin reminding him of his Wedding Anniversary coming up, 
even thought he claims that his wife was throwing around clues trying 
to revive his tired  out memory.  
   
Chris was delighted from receiving a nice letter from EPA explaining 
the growing problem of "bed bugs" presence all over the USA. We 
could only join her in this exhilarating news.  
   
   
   
   

BEST WISHES TO OUR MEMBERS :  
   

   

Birthday & Anniversary Report  
Date Range : August 13 to 
August 31   

Sort By: Member Name  |  Date

 

Birthdays  
  Member Name  Birthday  

No member(s) have birthdays 
within this range.  

   

 

Anniversaries  
 

  Member Name  Anniversary / Spouse Name    

Evans, Mayfield  August 18 (Willie)    

 

Club Anniversaries  
 

  Member Name  
Induction Date / Number of Years 
(Effective the day of induction this year)  

  

Miller, Kenneth  August 13 2010 (0 years)    
Kupers, Linda  August 21 2009 (1 years)    
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by Vittorio Montemezzani  
 

 

Historic Moments: Rotary's emblem  

By Susan Hanf and Joe Derr   
Rotary International News -- 17 August 2010   

   

   

T he Rotary emblem, unchanged 

since 1924, was redesigned many 

times in the early years of the 

organization.  

In 1905, Montague M. Bear, an engraver and member of the Rotary 
Club of Chicago, sketched a wagon wheel with 13 spokes. When 
fellow club members began to complain that the design was static and 
lifeless, Bear added flourishes that made the wheel appear to ride on a 
bed of clouds. Unfortunately, some members felt the clouds looked 
like dust, defying the laws of gravity by being kicked up on both sides 
of the wheel.  

Bear responded by superimposing a banner with the words Rotary 
Club over the clouds.  

In 1911, Secretary Chesley R. Perry recommended that "action be 
taken by the National Association to establish the wheel as the basic 
part of the emblem of every Rotary club." Clubs were invited to submit 
designs to an emblem committee before the 1912 convention in 
Duluth, Minnesota.  

The Duluth convention provided some definition. "The emblem 
consists of the basic principle of a wheel with gears cut on the outer 
edge. . The spokes are to be so designed as to indicate strength; the 
object of the gears . being twofold; to relieve the plainness of the 
design, and . symbolize power."  

The word Rotary appeared at the top and International Association at 
the bottom. Clubs were encouraged to use a similar design, placing the 
name of their city at the bottom in place of International Association. 
The number of spokes and cogs was unspecified.  

As a result, numerous variations on the emblem were in use by 1918. 
The Board appointed Charles Mackintosh, of the Rotary Club of 
Chicago, and Oscar Bjorge, of the Rotary Club of Duluth, to the 
Special Committee to Standardize the Rotary Emblem.  
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Bjorge drafted an emblem with six spokes and 24 cogs, giving it a 
sturdy appearance. In this design, the number of teeth and spokes was 
intended to reflect a real, working gearwheel, and not any aspect of 
Rotary's history.  

In November 1919, the Board adopted Bjorge's design and a detailed 
description, and the 1921 convention formally approved them. For 
many years, descriptions of the emblem simply referred to a 1920 
article in The Rotarian, "Redesigning the Rotary Wheel," which 
announced the Board's decision.  

By 1924, Bjorge's design had been modified to include a keyway. This 
addition has been attributed to Will R. Forker, of the Rotary Club of 
Los Angeles. He was reported to have said Bjorge's design made no 
provision for the transfer of power to or from a shaft, rendering the 
wheel idle. Forker perceived Rotary as a "living force," and inserting a 
keyway into the hub made the new wheel a "real worker."  

In January 1924, the Board formally approved the emblem that was 
then in use. Not all written descriptions were updated immediately, 
however. To clear up any confusion caused by the various decisions 
about the emblem between 1912 and 1929, a standard description of 
the existing design, with a keyway, was approved by the 1929 
convention.  

The Rotary emblem, like Rotary's name and other logos, is a registered 
trademark. Clubs, districts, and Rotary Entities are welcome to use the 
Rotary emblem subject to the guidelines for the use of the Rotary 
Marks as set forth by the RI Board of Directors. These guidelines 
govern the use of the Rotary Marks on all merchandise, promotional 
materials, and publications, including domain names and websites.  

For more information:  

� See Rotary History and Archives .  
� Visit the Rotary Global History Fellowship website.  
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